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Abstract
We describe the chiral quark model evaluation of the transversity Generalized Parton
Distributions (tGPDs) and related transversity form factors (tFFs) of the pion. The obtained
tGPDs satisfy all necessary formal requirements, such as the proper support, normalization,
and polynomiality. The lowest tFFs, after the necessary QCD evolution, compare favorably
to the recent lattice QCD determination. Thus the transversity observables of the pion
support once again the fact that the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry governs the
structure of the Goldstone pion. The proper QCD evolution is crucial in these studies.
This talk is based on our two recent works [1, 2], where more details and a complete list of
references may be found. Its topic concerns the transversity Generalized Parton Distribution
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Figure 1: The quark part of the spin-2 gravitational form factor in Spectral Quark Model (solid
line) and NJL model with the Pauli-Villars regularization (dashed line), compared to the lattice
data from Ref. [7, 8]. The band around the Spectral Quark Model results corresponds to the
model parameter uncertainty.
(tGPD) of the pion, the least-known of the Generalized Parton Distributions (see [3–5] and
references therein for an extensive review). The definition involves aligned parton-helicity op-
erators (maximum-helicity case). For the case of spin-0 hadrons, tGPDs arise because of the
nonzero orbital angular momentum between the initial and final state, thus allowing to study
the spin structure without the inherent complications of the explicit spin degrees of freedom,
as in the case of the nucleon. In that situation the analysis of the spin structure of the pion is
particularly appealing, however, the quantity will be very difficult to access experimentally.
A few years ago, however, lattice simulations [6] provided the lowest-order pion quark
transversity form factors (tFFs), defined as Mellin moments of tGPDs in the Bjorken x variable.
That way lattices supply valuable information on the nontrivial spin structure of hadrons. In
general, lattice calculations are capable to determine quantities that may only be dreamed off
to be measured experimentally and, in that regard, are extremely useful. The results can be
used to verify various theoretical approaches and models in their rich spectrum of predictions.
An example is the gravitational form factor of the pion. Its lattice determination [7, 8] agrees
remarkably well with the evaluation in chiral quark models [9], as can be seen from Fig. 1.
Our study consist of two distinct parts: 1) the chiral quark model determination of tFFs
and tGPDs of the pion and 2) the QCD evolution. For the first part we apply the standard local
NJL model with the Pauli-Villars regularization [10] and two versions of the nonlocal models,
where the quark mass depends on the momentum of the quark, namely, the instanton model [11]
and the Holdom-Terning-Verbeek (HTV) model [12]. We stress that chiral quark models have
been successfully used for the evaluation of soft matrix elements entering numerous high-energy
processes [9,13–40]. They also agree with the Euclidean lattice determination of moments (see,
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Figure 2: One-loop (large-Nc) quark diagram, with external gauge bosons (wavy lines) and
Goldstone mesons (dashed lines). The renorm-improved gluon exchanges are incorporated in
terms of the LO DGLAP evolution.
e.g., [41, 42]) and direct results from the transverse lattices [43–46].
The second element, crucial in obtaining proper results, is the QCD evolution, where renorm-
improved radiative gluonic corrections are appended. The method is schematically depicted in
Fig. 2. One-loop (large-Nc) quark diagram, with external gauge bosons and Goldstone mesons,
is evaluated. Then the renorm-improved gluon exchanges are incorporated in terms of the LO
DGLAP evolution. The scale where the quark model calculation is carried out can be identified
with the help of the momentum fraction carried by the quarks. According to phenomenology [47,
48] or lattice calculations [49], the valence quark contribution is 47% of the total at the scale
µ = 2GeV. Since the quark models possess no explicit gluons, the valence quarks carry 100% of
the momentum. This determines the quark model scale, denoted as µ0, as the scale determined
in such a way, that when the evolution is carried out from µ0 up to µ = 2 GeV, the fraction
drops to 47± 2%. The result of the LO DGLAP evolution is
µ0 = 313
+20
−10 MeV. (1)
Despite the low value of this scale, the prescription has been successfully confirmed by a variety
of high-energy data and lattice calculations (see [26] and references therein). Moreover, the NLO
DGLAP modifications yield moderate corrections [14], supporting our somewhat strained use
of perturbative QCD at low scales. To summarize, our approach = chiral quark model + QCD
evolution.
We now come to definitions. The pion u-quark tFFs, denoted as Bpi,uni (t), are defined via [50]
〈pi+(p′)|u(0)iσµνaµbν
(
i
←→
D a
)n−1
u(0)|pi+(p)〉 = (a · P )n−1
[a · p b · p′]
mpi
n−1∑
i=0,
even
(2ξ)iBpi,uni (t) , (2)
where the auxiliary vectors a and b satisfy the conditions a2 = (ab) = 0 and b2 6= 0. The
skewness parameter is defined as ξ = −a · q/(2a · P ), the symbol
←→
D β =
←→
∂ β − igAβ is the
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Figure 3: The form factors Bpi,u10 (t) and B
pi,u
20 (t), evaluated at mpi = 600MeV in the local NJL
model (left panel) and in nonlocal models (right panel, solid line – HTV model, dashed line –
instanton model). The lattice data from [6]. The local NJL and HTV models agree very well
with the data.
covariant derivative, and
←→
∂ β = 12
(−→
∂ β −
←−
∂ β
)
. Next, p′ and p are the initial and final pion
momenta, P = 12 (p
′ + p), q = p′ − p, and t = −q2. The bracket denotes antisymmetrization in
the vectors a and b. The corresponding definition of the tGPD is [3]
〈pi+(p′) | u¯(−a)iσµνaµbνu(a) | pi
+(p)〉 =
[a · p b · p′]
mpi
∫ 1
−1
dx e−ix P ·aEpi,uT (x, ξ, t), (3)
where the presence of the gauge link operator are understood. The tFFs for the d-quarks follow
from the isospin symmetry, namely Bpi,dni (t) = (−1)
nBpi,uni (t). The tFFs are the moments of the
tGPD in the x-variable,
∫ 1
−1
dxxn−1Epi,uT (x, ξ, t) =
n−1∑
i=0,
even
(2ξ)iBpi,uni (t) . (4)
This formula explicitly displays the desired polynomiality property. We remark that the full
information carried by tGPDs is contained in the collection of the infinitely many tFFs.
The full details of the quark-model calculation as well as the QCD evolution can be found
in [1, 2]. The two lowest tFFs available from the lattice data, Bpi,u10 and B
pi,u
20 , evolve multiplica-
tively in a simple way:
Bpi,un0 (t;µ) = B
pi,u
n0 (t;µ0)
(
α(µ)
α(µ0)
)γTn /(2β0)
, (5)
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Figure 4: The symmetric (left panel) and antisymmetric (right panel) tGPDs of the pion at
t = 0 and ξ = 1/3, evaluated in the NJL model in the chiral limit at the quark-model scale
µ0 = 313 MeV (solid lines) and evolved to the scales µ = 2 GeV (dashed lines) and 1 TeV
(dotted lines).
where γTn are the appropriate anomalous dimensions [1,2]. In the local model, in the chiral limit
at t = 0 we find the very simple result:
Bpi,u10 (t = 0;µ0)/mpi =
NcM
4pi2f2pi
,
Bpi,u20 (t = 0;µ)
Bpi,u10 (t = 0;µ)
=
1
3
(
α(µ)
α(µ0)
)8/27
, (6)
where M is the constituent quark mass. The results of the model calculation followed by
evolution are shown in Fig. 3. We note a striking agreement with the lattice data [6] for the
local NJL model, as well as for the non-local HTV model.
Finally, we present the results for the full tGPD for t = 0 and ξ = 1/3 or ξ = 0. The
evolution is different for the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of tGPDs, hence we define the
isovector and isoscalar combinations:
Epi,I=1T
(
x, ξ,Q2
)
≡ Epi,ST
(
x, ξ,Q2
)
= EpiT
(
x, ξ,Q2
)
+ EpiT
(
−x, ξ,Q2
)
,
Epi,I=0T
(
x, ξ,Q2
)
≡ Epi,AT
(
x, ξ,Q2
)
= EpiT
(
x, ξ,Q2
)
−EpiT
(
−x, ξ,Q2
)
.
The QCD evolution has been carried out with the method of [51–54]. The results for ξ = 1/3
in the NJL model are shown in Fig. 4, while in Fig. 5 we compare the result for ξ = 0 in the
NJL model (left panel) and the nonlocal instanton model (right panel). Except for different
end-point behavior, discussed in [2], the results are similar.
In conclusion we wish to stress that the absolute predictions for the multiplicatively evolved
B10 and B20 agree remarkably well with the lattice results, supporting the assumptions of
numerous other calculations following the same “chiral quark model + QCD evolution” scheme.
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Figure 5: The tGPD of the pion at t = 0 and ξ = 0, evaluated in the chiral limit in the local
NJL model (left panel) and in the instanton model (right panel). The solid lines correspond to
the quark-model scale µ0 = 313 MeV, the dashed lines to µ = 2 GeV, and the dotted lines to
µ = 1 TeV.
Our study of the transversity observables of the pion support once again the feature that the
spontaneously broken chiral symmetry determines the structure of the Goldstone pion.
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